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Abstract  
Since Multiple Choice Questions are frequently used as a teaching and assessment tool for reading 
comprehension, the presenters are interested in finding out the benefits and/or drawbacks of using 
this tool in comparison to other pedagogical and assessment tools, to show the degree of student 
comprehension in an English language classroom. 

Presenters will share the results of their study measuring the effectiveness of teaching the reading 
comprehension skill through the regular use of Multiple Choice Questions as opposed to teaching this 
skill through summary writing. The aim of the study is to investigate the effectiveness of using Multiple 
Choice Questions on reading comprehension abilities of ESL students. The study was administered to 
pre-freshmen level students enrolled in the Academic English for the Liberal Arts Course (ENGL 0210) 
at The American University in Cairo 

The study compares the results of two groups of students. One group was given regular Multiple 
Choice Question practice all through the semester. The other developed the reading comprehension 
skill through summary practice. Both groups took a Reading Comprehension Multiple Choice Question 
pre-test at the beginning of the semester, and another at the end. Analysis of the data showed no 
significant differences in the performance of both groups. 

A questionnaire was also administered to the students to elicit their preferences. Analysis of the 
questionnaire showed the preference of the majority for summary writing to test their reading 
comprehension. 

Since one of the aims of a language teacher is to help students acquire reading comprehension skills 
in a comfortable, non-stressful learning environment, and since both tools proved equally effective in 
the acquisition of reading skills, presenters find that teaching and assessing reading skills through 
summary-writing is preferable.  

1 INTRODUCTION  
Since developing reading comprehension skills is essential for academic success, it is of primary 
importance for students to acquire this skill. Reading comprehension entails not only understanding 
the main message of a text, but also distinguishing between main ideas and subsidiary details; it also 
means understanding the inferences and reading between the lines. Acquiring these reading 
comprehension abilities will lead students to develop critical thinking and analysis skills, which will 
enable them to make connections between information in the text and their previous knowledge. This 
means:  comprehension of the text. [1]. However, using multiple choice tests as a means of assessing 
reading comprehension is a controversial issue. Multiple choice testing has many advantages among 
which are “minimal grading, timely feedback to students, relative freedom from scoring biases, a wider 
sampling of course content, lower potential for measurement errors, and high correlation to 
constructed -response test scores” [2]. However, it may be argued Multiple Choice Questions are not 
always an accurate reflection of the performance of students when measuring reading 
comprehension. It is does not “measure the student ability to organize and present ideas in a coherent 
and well structure fashion” [3]. On the other hand, most research approves the benefits of teaching 
and assessing reading comprehension through summary writing. According to Rick Wormeli, students 
must be “information archaeologists”, [4] meaning that students search for information and 
comprehend it. This can be achieved through mastering summary skill. It allows students to “identify 
key concepts and information that is relevant and important for them to record and remember” [5].  
The disadvantages of assessing reading comprehension through summary lies in the fact the scoring 
such exams is time consuming and not as objective as Multiple Choice Questions.  

The purpose of the study is to find out whether there is a significant difference in the scores of 
students who were taught reading comprehension through excessive practice in solving Multiple 
Choice Questions as opposed to teaching reading comprehension through summary writing. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 
The study measures the effectiveness of teaching the reading comprehension skill through the regular 
use of Multiple Choice Questions as opposed to teaching this skill through summary writing. The study 
aims at measuring the effectiveness of using Multiple Choice Questions on reading comprehension 
abilities of ESL students. It was administered to pre-freshmen level students enrolled in the Academic 
English for the Liberal Arts Course (English 0210) at The American University in Cairo. The subjects 
were enrolled in the course in the period from spring 2014 to fall 2016.  

The study compares the results of two groups of students. One group was given regular Multiple 
Choice Question practice all through the semester. The other developed the reading comprehension 
skill through summary practice. Both groups took a Reading Comprehension Multiple Choice Question 
pre-test at the beginning of the semester, and another at the end. No significant differences were 
found in the performance of the two groups. 

Both groups were given a questionnaire to elicit their preferences for Multiple Choice Questions vs. 
summary writing as tools for teaching and assessment of reading comprehension skills. Analysis of 
the questionnaire showed the preference of the majority for summary writing to test their reading 
comprehension. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Questionnaire and Exam Results 

3.1.1 : Guidelines for Abbreviations 
MCQ: Multiple Choice Questions 

ENGL. 0210: Academic English for the Liberal Arts 

3.1.2 : Guidelines for figures and tables 
Group 1:  Students who were given regular MCQ practice all through the semester 

Group 2:  Students who developed the reading comprehension skill through summary practice. 

3.2 Questionnaire Results 
A questionnaire was administered to 71 students enrolled in pre-freshmen level Academic English for 
the Liberal Arts Course (ENGL 0210) in fall 2013.  Our aim was to elicit their preferences regarding 
two teaching and assessment tools, MCQs and summary. 

Table 1. How interesting the following course activities are to you 

 Not Interesting  Neutral Interesting 

MCQs 33.8% 30.99% 35.2% 

Summary 20% 28.57% 51.43% 

3.3 Exam Results  
The following tables represent the results of two MCQ exams: a pre-test administered at the beginning 
of the semester and a final test administered at the end of the semester. Both groups were given the 
same exam. The first group received regular MCQ practice throughout the semester, while the second 
group worked on reading comprehension through summary practice. All exams were administered to 
ENGL. 0210 students. Results of pre-tests and final exams were collected over a period of four 
semesters.  
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Table 2. MCQ Test Results – spring 2014 

 Pre-Test Final 

Group 1 17.92 16.36 

Group 2 14.17 13.86 

Table 3. MCQ Test Results –fall 2014 

 Pre-Test Final 

Group 1 15.5 17.0 

Group 2 17.44 16.5 

Table 5. MCQ Test Results –fall 2015 

 Pre-Test Final 

Group 1 15.87 18.7 

Group 2 15.75 16.81 

Table 6. MCQ Test Results –spring 2016 

 Pre-Test Final 

Group 1 14.4 17.0 

Group 2 15.6 16.7 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Since students expressed their preference for summary writing activities as a means of acquisition 
and assessment of reading skills over MCQs, and since there were no significant differences in the 
scores of the final MCQ exam of both groups, summary writing appears to be preferable for teaching 
and assessing reading comprehension skills.  
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